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The current Department of Defense shipping procedures do no( encourage 
Installation Transportation Officers (lIOs) to usc small parcel carriers (Spes) for 
domestic ground transportation. There is still a significallt amount of small parcels being 
shipped by the more expensive conunon carriers used for large Truckload and Less-Than-
TruckJoad freight. The first purpose of this thesis is to show small parcels can be shipped 
morc cfficicmiy by spes than common carriers. The second purpose is to predict the 
optimal breakpoint weights that will bolster the greatest reduction in shipping cost. The 
results can be applied to current procedures to encourage the !TOs to best employ the 
spes. Nonparametric data analysis techniques are used to test hypotheses made about the 
data for fiscal year 1994 The first test shows potentially 3.1 million dollars can be saved 
aJlJlual1y using United Parcel Service (l.IPS) for all qualified parcels. The se(;ond series of 
tests bounds the optimal breakpoint weight for Over-The-Counter UPS rates and 
discounted UPS rates. By using the intersection oftwo lines of regression, the resulting 
breakpoints were 11G and 130 pounds, respectively The second tests show potentially 




rhe Department of Defense (DOD) uses commercial common carriers to transport 
domestic shipments by ground. A complex process used to hire carriers has developed 
throughout history. It is dependent upon a multitude of variables cOnlroUed by individual 
lnstallation Transp0l1ation Officers (lTO). The lTD classifies shipments by size, 
commodity, and special handling procedures. He must determine if the parcel is required 
to travel by any prearranged traffic agreement, Guaranteed Traffic Program (GTP). Then, 
with the assistance of Military Traffic Management Command (:\fTMC), the ITO hires the 
lowest (;oS! available carrier, taking the above infonnation into account without forgetting 
numerous other rules involving goverrunental contracts. To further complicate the matter, 
shipping rates vary greatly among the thousands of common caniers with no particular 
structure since they all tend to specialize in specific geographical regions or conunodities 
rhe process is difticult to comprehend, yet greatly effective for DOD Traffic Management 
The DOD is looking toward small parcel carriers to further reduce shipping costs 
of parcels that weigh 150 pounds or less. The proposed Surface Small Package 
Agn:cment (SSPA) will be tested by MIMe on a limited number oflargc Defense 
Logistics Agency (OLA) depots to determinc feasibility The SSPA will guarantee 
companies such as United Parcel Service (UPS) all small parcel tramc originating from the 
named DLA depots in return for discounted guaranteed rates. However, additional 
savings may be real ized by encouraging [lOs to use the small parcel carriers (SPCs) as a 
regular procedure. Preliminary analysis per/omled by MTMC has predicted a savings of 
28%, ie 26 million dollars based on fY J993 data, on current shipping costs by 
employing UPS for all DOD parcels that weigh 150 pounds or less 
The actual shipping costs paid by the government for parcels 150 pounds or less 
varies dramatically due to the same reasons discussed ahove, hut tend to congregate ncar 
35 to 40 dollars per shipment This is due to the fact that smal1 parcels are not efficiently 
transported by common carriers, since the common carriers arc inclined to tailor their 
business to much larger freight The majority oftheir rates wme from minimum shipping 
charges created to compensate for the inefficiencies of delivering small parcds, In 
general, as long as small parcel carrier rates arc below 35 to 40 dollars per package, their 
usc will save the DOD shipping costs. However, SPC shipping rates do exceed .15 doUars 
and this implies it is not optimal to employ them to deliver all parcels 150 pounds or less 
Then:: must exist a breakpoint weight at which the strategy should change from SPCs to 
rhe first problem of this thesis is to show that MT\1C results are valid and may be 
backed statistically. The second problem ofthis thesis is to identify the breakpoint weight 
at which it is no longer advantageous to u~e spes to transport small parcels. The 
resulting hreakpoint weight will provide valuahle information to develop strategy for the 
employment of SPCs for both 0-T -C and discounted SSP A rates 
This thesis uses nonparametric data analyses to solve the above stated prohlems 
hecause the actual cost~ data does not have an easily identifiahle distribution and wntains 
an undetermined numher of descriptive parameters. Additionally, for the second problem 
the shipments were divided into 15 separate weight elasse~ and then tested individually 
Eaeh test will show onJy whieh earrier is better for eaeh weight class, but wi ll bound the 
optimal breakpoint weight by the cla~ses where the strategy changcs. Onee the optimal 
breakpoint weight is bounded a normal distribution assumption is llsed withi n the bounds 
to predict tbe breakpoint weight by the intersection of two Jines ofregres~ion 
The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Te~t shows that small parcel carriers are the least 
expensive mode of transportation for small parcels. They provide a savings of34% of 
present shipping costs, potentially saving 3. 1 million dollars annually if fully employed 
The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test bounded the optimal breakpoint weight between 91 and 
120 pounds for O-T -C rates and 101 to 130 pounds for discounted SST'A rates, The 
intersection of two lines of regression predicts the breakpoint weight. to be 116 pounds 
for O-T -C rates and 130 pounds for SSP A discounted rates. The savings increases to 
48% (potentially saving 3110 J ,8 million dollars annually) of present shipping eosts if 
both O-T-C and SSPA llsers tailor their shipping procedures to accommodate the optimal 
weights. This thesis is perfonned at a macro level targeting all DOD installations Further 
studies should concentrate on individual installations and their specific shipping 
procedures to better reduce costs in the futu re 
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I. INTROUllCnOI'\ 
Since t.he end of the Cold War, the defense budget has rapidly hecome smaller 
Virtually all facets of the Department of Defense (DOD) are operating with less funds, 
reljuiring everyone to seriOllsly cut ~1l11IU1ccessary spending . The DOD transportation 
section is not immune to budg~alJ' constraints and has implemented numerous new policy 
changes to further reduce operating costs. One consideration for reducing costs is to 
fiJrther reduce shipping costs by seeking lower rales for DOD traffic The deregulation of 
lhe transportation industry has em;ouragcd the growth of carriers that specialize in the 
shipment of small parcels. Their rales are very appealing [or those shipments that weigh 
less than 150 pounds, and are extensively lIsed by civilian industries 
Current DOD policy does not encourage Installation Transportation Officers 
(nOs) to take advantage of these specialized rates r..1ilitary Traffic Management 
Command (l\1TMC) requires nos to me the lowest cost carrier, hut simultaneously tells 
them to use the Guaranteed Traffic Program (GTP) whenever possibl e, and this senus a 
mixed signal. The result is that small parcels arc shipped hy hoth COIlUTlOIl and small 
parcel carriers (SPCs). IRef 1J Since currunon carrier rates are tailored for much larger 
shipments, the cost for shipping a parcel ofless than 150 pounds can be as much as ten 
timc~ the cost of using a specialized carrier Conversely, some common carriers do offer 
competitive rates that may be lower th~n their small parcel counterparts. Many nos 
process hundreds ofparceis it day and due to the complexity of the rate system, do nol 
verify which carrier has the lowest rates in all cases 
MTMC is planning on implementing a program similar to GTI' called the Surface 
Small Package Agreement (SSPA) by 1996 (Ref 1]. SSPA should alleviate the problem 
with "mixed signals" and require those nos with high volume small parcel traffic to 
utilize the SPCs. MTMC is projecting a potential savings of2&% to 52%, based upon 
Fiscal Year (FY) 93 data [Ref. 21_ SSPA should ~ave the DOD millions of dollars in 
shipping costs, but may not optimize the potential savings ifSPCs are util ized when 
common carriers arc less expensive. It may not be optimal to have SSPA incorporate the 
entire range of weights that the SPCs will ship. For example, if DOD saves 4 million 
dollars by using SPCs for parcel weights of 1 to 100 pounds and over spends 1 million 
dollars for parcel weights of 1 01 to 150 pounds, then it is better to only use SPCs for 
weights up to 100 pounds where they are more affordable 
It is vital to have a Tninimum amount of information on historical and current 
shipping procedures to comprehend the complexity of DOD tramc management Chapter 
11. presents a historical perspective on the events that have come to shape DOD's current 
method of traffic management Chapter Ill. presents basic shipping terms, current 
procedures, and proposed programs for individuals not familiar with the DOD 
transponatioTl busiTle~s . Both chapters arc for the reader's infOlmation and may be 
utilized at his/her discretion 
II. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
A. P RE-DE REG ULA nON 
Regulation of the transportation industry began and was emphasized by Congress 
in the Declaration of National Transportation Policy in the Trallsporlation Act of 1940 
The idea wa~ for the federal government to direct transportation policy to best " ... meet the 
needs of the conunerce of the United States, ufthe Postal Service, and of the national 
defense" Additionally, they wanted to " .. .promote safe, adequate, economic and efficient 
service andfoster sOl/nd economic conditions in transportation and among the several 
carriers" [Ref J] 
The DOD land transportation is administered by MTMe MIMe is responsible 
for the n:view and maintenance uf lhe standard tenders-of-service (tenders) suhmilled by 
carriers that wish to provide transportation services 10 the DOD . Tenders provide the 
govcnunent with the preci~e rates and services the carrier is wi11ing to supply for a specifi c 
shipping route. The tenders are used by MTMC to identify the low cost carrier that would 
be offe red the propused shipment. Tfthe shipment is not accepted hy the low cost carrier, 
the next low cost carrier is oITered the shipment 
Prior to the deregulat ion of transportation there were relatively few earners that 
submitted tenders to MTto,'l C for consideration. The delegation of shipments was spread 
easily among well established reliable carriers with well regulated government rates 
When a shipment needs to be t ransported from one DOD installation to another, the lTO 
iniliates action~ and coordinates with MTMC to hire the carrier to perform the movement 
The majority of time required to hire a carrier was spent by MTMC researching the 
tenders for the lowe~t cost. A Standing Route Order (SRO) is a document that was 
developed to reduce research time by listing earners for a particular route in order of 
ascending cost. An SRO may be established for any route with a relatively high traffic 
density. It is reviewed and updated every 30 days by MTMC to ensure accuracy, allowing 
an ITO to instantly obtain the low cost carrier for the route of interest 
In the early 1960.'1, movement toward deregulation swept through the 
transporlation industry due to a desi re to allow more competition. President John F 
Kennedy in 1962 addressed this desire in his transportation message that stated 
a chaotic patch work of inconsistent and often obsolete legislation and 
regulation has evolved transportation is subject to excessive, 
cumbersome, and time-consuming regulatory supervision that shackles and 
distorrs managerial initiative .. "greater reliance on the forces of 
competition and less reliance on the restraints of regulation (is called for) 
In the 1970.'1, the consumerism movement and the high cost of regulation encuuraged the 
drift toward deregulation of the t ransportation industry. Real deregulatiun began with the 
Airline Deregulation Act of 1978. It continued with the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 and 
the Staggers Rail Act of 1980 that removed many of the old rules and regulations that 
controlled the industry, fRef. 3] 
H. POST-DEREGULATION 
Deregulation accomplished three major things It made it easier for new carriers to 
enter the market and provide more competition. It permitted a more flexible pricing 
stmcture that allowed carriers to offer discounted rates, and it relaxed many of the 
cumbersome regulatory rules. The impact of deregulation of motor transportation was 
seen almo~t immediately_ The number of mOlor carriers increased by 63% in the fi rst three 
years of deregulation and more than doubled v.i thin ten years after deregulation 
Additionally, carriers started to oner discounted rates on particular routes for which they 
were interested in specializing. nos began 10 take advantage of these discount rates and 
in many instances entered contracts with the carriers that could provide them with the 
guaranteed rates and services they desired_ [Ref 3J 
The sudden insurgence of carriers into the market dramatically increased the 
number of tenders submitted 10 MTMC for DOD traffic_ The amount of time it took 
MTMC to research the 100.vest cost carrier was immense and caused a considerable 
increase in ITO service times. SROs hecame more attractive to the ITO by avoiding the 
enormous research times involved for each sh.ipment. The lTOs requested MTMC 10 
establish SROs along high volume routes ut ilized hy their commands. The SROs 
suhstantially reduced the delay time caused by research, but markedly increased MTMC 
work load managing thc SROs. The ]O day review cycles required to maintain SRO 
accuracy hegan to lall behind schedule In ordcr for the SitOs to continue 10 provide Ihe 
low cost carrier, MTMC would have to either bolster its manpower or find a new way to 
make use of a more competitive and larger motor carrier industry. [Ref 4J 
MTMC began to experiment with contract carriers like their civilian counterparts, 
and eventually created the GTP, GTP allowed MTMC to contract a can-ier to handle all 
traffic on a particular route and receive b'lmranteed rates, Unlike the )0 day review 
requirement of SROs, a GTP agreement could be as long as three years providing 
guaranteed rates_ Similar to SROs. GTP could only be used on essentially high-volume 
traffic routes from a single origin to a single or multiple named destination GTP reduced 
operation costs for MTMC while providing low rates that stemmed from a highly 
competitive bidding process Since its birth, the GTP has proven to be a very efficient 
way for the DOD to conduct its motor traffic management for those shipments and routes 
that qualify_ [Ref. 4] 
All traffic that could nOI be moved under the GTP continued to be processed using 
SROs or researching the tenders as in the past. To better control this process. MTMC has 
computerized the SRO and tender data bases, The data bases are essential to Ihe 
Consolidated Freight Management (CFM) system which will automate the tender research 
operation and make the SRO review program much easier In conjunction with GTP, the 
CfM system should rectified the manpower problems that have plagued MTMC since the 
deregulation of the transportation industry 
III. BACKGROUND 
A. DELEGATIO~ OF TRAFFIC I\lANAGEMENT 
Don domestic traffic management is a highly complicated business that is the 
primary rcsponsihility of MTMC MTMC has the authority to delegate some ofthe work 
and responsibili ties to the command ITOs. The amount of work involved is dependent on 
the elements of the shipment: (1) National Motor Freight Conunodity (N.MFC), (2) 
movement type, and (3) ~pecial shipping requirements_ If the proper combination afthe 
above eicments is adlievcd then the nos have the authority to move their shipments with 
the low cost carriers with little to no consultation with MIMe. IRef 4] 
National Motor Freight Commodity (NM,FC) 
Shipments are divided into various conunodity categories that separate them into 
everything from household goods to several classes of explosives Each categol)' has it's 
own shipping requirements Some categories require specialized vehicles for 
transportation, while others may call for any number of security precautions to ensure 
shipment integrity. Approximately 90% of all DOD shipments are of commodity category 
Freight All Kinds (FAK) Such general ireight as spare/repair pan~, lumber, toilet paper, 
etc are categorized as FAKfAK is basically anything but explosives, household goods, 
live animals, and a few other things. FAK allows an no the most flexibility of all 
commodity categories in booking his/her own shipment with minimal interaction with 
MTMC 
2. Movement Type 
Movement types refer to whether or not the shipment qualifie~ for the GTP If the 
shipment qualifies to be moved in accordance with the GTP, the lTO may book the 
shipment in accordance with the rules that govern the GTP_ Otherwise, the ITO may 
require assistance from MTMC. If the shipment involves any special handi ng procedure~; 
docs not fall under an authorized SRO; or requires additional research to find the low cost 
carrier is required, then \IITMC must be consulted prior to booking a carrier 
3. Special Handling Requirements 
Special handling requirements may be required in a couple of different situations, 
t he most common of which is the NMFC category discussed above. Other reasons may 
involve security requirements depending upon whether or not the shipment is classificd, or 
the shipment priority which may affect the speed at which the shipment must be delivered 
Unless otherwise directed, special handling requirements will always involve MTMC 
mterventlon. 
11. ADDITIONAL ELEME~TS OF A SHIPMEN"] 
l'here are additional elements of a grupmentlhat are important to the decision 
process that determines what carrier is chosen to move a pal1icular shipment 
OriginlDestinatiun 
rhe origin is the location from which the shipment is heing moved, and the 
destination is the location to wtuch the shipment is being moved_ A particular 
origin/destination pair may also be referred to as a route. The route is impm1ant in 
determining which carTiers are eligible to service a panicular stupment. If the shipment is 
qualified to move under the GTP, then a primary carrier and two alternate carriers are 
provided to the ITO depending on the si;o:e of the srupment. Jfthe route has an SRO, then 
several carriers in order of lowest cost depending on shipment size arc provided hy the 
SRO. In all other ea~es either the ITO or a J\tITMC agent will usc the route within the 
CFM system to initiate the tender research process 
2. M.ethod of Transportation (MOT) 
Thc are several different MOTs for domestic motor transpol1ation The specific 
type used for a particular shiprnent is determined by the ITO requesting the transportation 
Tilcre arc approxirnatdy 150 MOT codt"s that dt"snibt" tho;: specific MOT requested 
rht"se codes identify the type and size of the r-,'10T, and any specialized characteristics 
such as refrigeration or load capacities 
3. Size Category 
There are only two size categories, Truckload (TL) and Less-Than-Truckload 
(LIT). Generally a TL movement refers to a shipment size of 15,000 pounds or more, 
and utilizes most of the useable volume of a truck. An L TL movement is anything 14,999 
pounds or less, and does not fully utilize the volume of the truck. For that reason LTL 
shipping rates are generally higher than TL shipping rates , In order to choose a carrier, 
the fTO must know his/her shipment size to detennine the lowest rate available. rRef. 51 
C. GUARAN"TEED TRAFFIC PROGRAM (GTP) 
The GTP has become the cornerstone for DOD domestic traffic management The 
program was developed to reduce both operating and administrative cost while enhancing 
ITO servicc The GTP is a conglomeration of agreements that guarantee a variety of 
carrier services and rates to an TTO, and guarantees all tcaRic on a specific route to a 
named carrier The agreements do not guarantee a specified amount of traffic or dollar 
value of business 
I. Types of Agreements 
The GIP consists of two major types ofagrecments, motor/rail and air For the 
purpose of this thesis, only the motorlrail agreements are relative. The motor/rail 
agreements provide three types of services: (1) Dedicated Service - carrier provides 
dedicated equ ipment to ful fi ll a service requirement; (2) Schedu led Point-to-Point Service 
- carrier provides service from single named origin to multiple named destinations; and (3) 
Scheduled Geographical Region Service, which is the same as point-to-poi nt services, 
except destinations are named as a group of states_ [Ref 4] 
2. Solicitation and Award Process 
ITOs are required to deterrnine ifany of their traffic qualilies under the It:rrns for 
considemtion ofthe GTP The GIl-> must be considered for any route that meets at least 
one of the following criteria: (1) volume over I milJion pounds arumally, (2) repetitive 
traffiC, (3) spccial selvice~ required, (4) involve large exercises. (5) potential 
administrative savings, or (6) specific no requests. Tfthe no reels any of his/her routes 
qualifies for the GTP, he submits a draft Jetter of solicitation to l\frMC for consideration 
The draft letter contains the actual agreement requirements, induding type of service 
d iscu~sed earlier, potential traffic volume estimations, and other elements necessary for 
creating an agreement [Ref 6 J 
Upon approval by MTMC. formal letters of solicitation are submitted to all 
qualified DOD carriers_ The solicitations may be divided into eleven destination regions, 
and TL and L TL shipment sizes. The carriers are invited to submit their bids by a 
designated date. All bids are considered in terms of selvice, cost, ruel consumptiun, and 
equitable distribution. MTMC names a primary and two alternate carriers for each 
agreement awarded . [Ref 6] 
3. Administering the Progrllm 
The nos arc responsible for administering their respective GT!' agreements, and 
ensuring t.he carriers provide appropriate service in accordance with the Carrier 
Performance Program (CPP). The nos must utilize the primary carrier for all shipments 
that fall under the terms ofa specific GTP agreement, unless the primary carrier turns 
dmvn the shipment requiring a named alternate carrier to be used. When carrier 
performance docs not meet the guidelines ofthe cpr, nos submit flIes on carrier 
performance to MTMC for agreement termination MTl'vlC will determine appropriate 
action which may consist of agreement termination or loss of DOD carrier qualification if 
service docs not improve. [Ref 51 
D. SMALL PARCEL CARRIERS (SPCs) 
sPCs historically have not been used for the shipment of DOD small parcel freight 
Prior to the emergence 01" SPCs, all freight traveled by common carrier and in many 
instances still does today_ Civilian companies quickJy took advantage ohhe specialized 
rates, and have produced a multi-billion dollar market klr the SPCs. There are hundreds 
of carriers that elaim to provide the specialized service, but in ground service there are 
only two major players, United Parcel Service (UPS) and Roadway Package System 
(RPS). [Rcf 2] 
1. United I'areel Serviee (UPS) 
UPS provides fiJIl service to the 48 contiguous states and the District of Columbia 
They are headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia and grossed approximately 17,78 billion 
dollars in 1993, rRef 2] They provide similar type~ of services defined in the GTP. 
highlighted by state-of-the-art parcel tracking capability, UPS prides itself on being a 
paperless company. Their contracting, billing. and payment procedures are predominately 
done electronically, and resist involving large clients that do not have that capability. 
[Ref lJ 
2. Roadway Package System (RPS) 
RPS is UPS 's biggest competitor in ground transportation and has relatively the 
same services, but only provides them to 3J contiguous states and the District of 
Columbia. RPS plans to service all 48 contiguous states by 1996, They are headquartered 
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and grossed over one billion dollars in 1993 rRef 2J RPS is 
also paperless and encourages the same from their clients [Ref I] 
3. SPC "Over-The-Counter" Rate Determination 
Over-The-Counter (O-T-[;) rates refer to those rates offered to a customer with 
no special ralC agreement in place with the carrier, Both UPS and RPS use the United 
States Postal Service (US1-'S) zip code system to define the distance component of their 
O-T-C rate structure, Rates are determined by looking up the zone that defines the route, 
and th~n applying the appropriate rate For ground transportation, there arc eight zones 
defined roughly as eight range rings that extend out from the originating point (s~e Table 
I). A zone is found in a tabl~ designed with r~spect to the first three digits of the zip code 
for the originating point, and is listed for the first thr~e digits of the zip code for the 
destination point. The rate that is applied com~s from the effective rate chart by entering 
the weight and zone for the shipment. [Rt.-f 2] 









Table 1. Zone Mileage Bands From Ref [2] 
E. SURFACE SMALL PACKAGE AGREEMENT (SSPA) 
SSPA is a program to be structur~d similar to that of the GTP, with a goal to 
provide contracted SPCs to carry all qualified DOD small parcels. Studies by the Traffic 
Management Analysis Division of MTMC concluded SSP A would be cost beneficial if 
pursued. The exact t~rms of the solicitation and prosp~ctive agreements arc still under 
consideration, but it is speculated the spes will provide at least a ten percent discount to 
current O-1'-C rates SSPA is to consist of agreements that provide the same tluee types 
of services as GTP The firs t solicitations will he for the large Defen~e Logistics Agency 
(DLA) depots, and offer service for all tcallic less than 150 pounds that meets parcel 
dimension restrictions Current goals are to present formal solicitations from MTMC to 
all interested SPCs. and evaluate bids by early 1996 [Ref 11 
F. CTJRREN1' METHOD OF SMALL PARCEL snIPPING 
Below is a diagram (Figure 1,) that represents the flow of decisions an ITO would 
make in order to choose the lowest cost carrier, He must fi rst consider if the prospective 
shipment falb under the GTP, and ifit does then the shipment is booked accordingly 
OthefW'ise, the Shipment i ~ booked using the appropriate SRO, or researching the tender 
data base through the CPM system Under current guidelines an ITO is not required to 
cheek the SPC rales to see if they are lower. They arc only indirectly encouraged to do so 
through their cOlntlullllent to use the lowest cost carrier available 
1M ~ ~
Figure 1 Shipment Decision Fluw Diagram 
IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A. ADVANTAGES OF spes 
rhcre are two reasons consideration should be given to spes when choosing the 
lowest cost carrier 
Minimum Chargr 
Common carriers bill a minimum charge to the nos The minimum charge is a 
flat costlhe majority orthe time, or is a cost charged to a minimum weight (normally 200 
pounds) at the appropriate L TL shipping ratc. No matter what the actual size of the 
shipment, a constant cost is incurred depending upon which carrier is selected . This could 
be a very inefficient way to semI small parcels. It is easily seen that a typical minimum 
charge of40 dollars is significantly larger than a UPS rate of around four dollars for a one 
pound par(;eL Additionally, that minimum charge of40 dollars is constant over the weight 
range of spes, but the four dollar UPS rate increases ~ignitkantly with weight. The spes 
may not be as affordable as the conunon carriers at the upper bounds of their weight 
range, wlUch would imply that the current system is hellef. Due to the enormous 
imbalance of the lower weight range prices, it is almost certain that spes overall would be 
less expensive to use for small parcels. Also, it is very likely that the optimal weight range 
for utilizing the spes is not 1 to 150 pounds, but something smaller and should be 
considered 
2. Common Carrien Not Designed for Small Parcel Delivery 
Unlike the SPCs the common carriers are not structured to be a small parcel 
delivery company. Common carriers have designed their companies to deliver TL 
sltipmcnls as efticiently as possible, They make their living hauling large freight from 
loading dock to loading dock by operating a variety of equipment types to best support 
their customers' needs. DiITcrent common carriers may specialize in different types of 
cargoes and are able to provide reduced rates_ Conunon carriers carumt efficiently deliver 
small parcels with the types of equipment and personnel they employ_ Thereforc, they 
carulOt compete with the rates or customer services provided by the SPCs, and choose to 
tailor thei r rates to acconunodate large shipments_ The minimum charges discussed above 
are used to compensate for the carriers' implied extra costs due to their inefficiencies 
B. PROBLEM DEHN ITlON 
Show SPCs Are More Affurdable Than Common Carriers 
Using FY 94 Freight Information System (FlNS) inquiry data for MIMC Western 
Area show that the DOD could have reduced costs by fully employing a SPC to carry all 
shipments less than 150 pounds, A significance factor (ct) equal to 0,05 is to be used to 
ensure the result is statistically acceptable 
2. Find the Optimal Weight Range for Sl'e Employment 
For reasons stated earlier, it may not be most beneficial to employ SPCs over the 
entire weigbt range senriccd. Use the same FY 94 data to locate the weight at which the 
common carrier is statistically more affordable, breakpoint weight. than the SPC 0-T-C 
rates Figure 2. below illustrates the theoretical breakpoint for a more cost effective 
strategy than a 11.111 employment of the SPCs for small parcel shipping. Conduct a similar 
analysis using proposed SPC diswunted rates to recommend a weight range for future 
SSPAs that best reduces wsts 




Weight (Ibs. ) 
Figure 2 Theort:1ieal Breakpoint 
3. Provide Recommendations for System Integration 
The SSPAs will only affect the large DLA depots initially, and may take years untit 
fully inserted into the DOD transportation system. Tms thesis will recommend ways to 
encourage a1lITOs to take advantage of potentially lower SPC rates, without completely 
disru.pting the way business is conducted at their corrunand 
C. ASSUMPTIONS 
I. MOTINMFC 
Only snipments that list a van as its MOT and F AK as its NMFC will be 
considered during trus analysis. It is assumed that any F AK being srupped in a van will 
qualify to be srupped by a SPC No special handling procedures are necessary for fAK 
srupments and a SPC can provide identical transportation as a common carrier using a van 
2. Dimension Limitations 
{'he analysis is testing whetner a SPC's potential charges arc less than those 
already accrued rrom common carriers over a srupment weight range. A common carrier 
charge for the weight range in question is a constant depending on the carrier and not the 
dimensions of the shipment. Since dimensions of the shipment are not available and not 
relevant to actual cost, then assuming SPCs are not limited by parcel dimensions should 
not have an effect on rate comparisons 
20 
3. Transit Times 
The difference in transit times tor common carriers and SPCs is negligihlc and wi ll 
not be considered important in this analysis. MTMC has already detennined that SPC 
transit times and customer services arc acceptahle for DOD transportation needs. Once 
services arc established with SPCs, then it may be appropriate to verify the validity of this 
assumption with acmal transit times 
4. UPS Represents Rates and Services of a Typical SPC 
UPS is the largest and provides the most wmpletc geographical coverage of all 
SPCs for domestic ground transportation_ As the leader of the domestic ground 
transportation market, UPS must provide competitive rates and services throughout all 
regions of the Continental United States (CONUS). Therefore, it is a reasonable 
assumption that the rates and services provided by [JPS are typical and represent those 
SPCs that may also be interested in DOD slllall parcel delivery 
5. }iy 94 Traffic Plltterns are Approximated by FY 93 
In order to apply UPS rates to parcels sent by common carrier, zone information 
must be determined by origin/destination USPS zip codes or mileage. Zip code 
information and route mileage are not available for the small parcds ofconcem in the data 
set to he used_ MTMC Analysis Division using specialized computer software developed 
mileage data tor parcels of similar weight and commodity for FY 93 The mileage data 
was transformed into discrete zone information by applying the range bands discussed 
earlier, and produced a discrete zone distribution for rY 93, By assuming that the traffic 
patterns ofFY 94 are approximate to those ofFY 93, zones can be randomly applied to 
the FY 94 data using the discrete zone distribution illustrated in Figure 3. This 
assumption is reasonable and allows a stochastic approximation to provide additional 
realism of SPC rate information without changing the cost versus parcel weight 
distribution of the common caniers 
6. Oiscounted Rates for SSPA 
The discounted rates offered for the SSPAs will be at lea;;t as good as ten percent 
off the O-T-C rates UPS has historically reduced the 0 -1"-C rates for contracted services 
and is expected to do the same for any agreement made with DOD . [Ref. 7] 
FY 93 Shipment Zone Distribution 
Figure 3. FY 91 Zone Distribution Developed From Ref. [2J 

v. ANALYSIS 
A. DATA COLLECTION 
Frtight Information System (FINS) Inquiry 
The FINS Data Base Manager provided a FlNS General Purpose Tnquiry Report 
of Western Area routed FAK traflic, with weights from 1 to 150 pounds. The data was 
shipped as a compressed ASCII flat file on a three and a half inch computer floppy disk 
rhis format provided an easy interface with Microsoft Excel where most or the analysis 
was computed fhe General Purpose Tnquiry provides all the information listed in 
Appendix A. 
2. Data Preparation 
Only those parcels delivered by van were considered in order to reduce the size of 
the data set to a value more conducive for evaluation (sec Assumptions in Chapter TIl). 
Thefe arc 12,398 parcels in the data set to be analyzed, which is a good cross-section of 
those parcels that were qualified to use spes in FY 94, The data was divided into 15. 10 
pound weight classes (sec Table 2 ) allowing for the evaluation ofindividllal weight 
classes, to determine whether spes or common carriers were more cost effective 
Weight Class Weight Range 
1 - 10 
11 -20 
21 - 30 
)1 - 40 
41 - 50 
51 - 60 
61-70--
71 - 80 
81 - 90 
10 91 - 100 
11 101 - 110 
12 111 - 120 
13 121 - 130 
14 131 - 140 
15 14 1 -150 
Table 2. Weight Class Description 
3. UPS Data 
The UPS data set is produced by applying both the O-T-C and discounted UPS 
rates to every parcel shipped in the data set C{)nstructcd above from the FINS inquiry 
Using the UPS ratc structure published for 0 -T-C application and a stochastically 
determined zone for a given parcel, a UPS O-T-C rate data set can be assembled. The ten 
percent discounted rale data is simply the result ofreducing the UPS 0-T-C rate data by 
ten percent. Now, each COIruTIon carrier charge has an ass06ated UPS O-T -C and 
discounted rate that may be used as an alternative to the actual cost 
B. DEVELOPING A METHOD 
To show that there is a statistical difference between two distributions, a number 
of parametric analyses are normally performed . The problem with using parametric 
analysis is there must be an assumption Ihal there are a finite number of parameters 
de~<.;fibing the distribution. Due 10 the complicated method of determining the low cosl 
common carrier, the number of actual parameters is not panicularly sound Therefore, an 
alternative way of analyzing the problem is necessary 
Nonparametric Analysis 
Nonparametric analyses cover all instances where parametric analyses are not 
appropriate. Nonparametric analyses seem to be u~ed fo r those ohservations not easily 
quantifiable or where an assumption of the original population distribution heing normal is 
not suitable . Research has shown that nonparametric slatist ical tes ts have been knowli to 
be more capable of detecting population differences when critical parametric assu mptions 
are not satisfied Therefore, it would be more appropriate to use some Iype of 
nonparamelric statistical test to show UPS rates arc more affordable, since CQllUTIOn 
carrier costs are not distributed normally over the range of parcel weights. [Ref. S] 
There are many different nonparametric statistical tests available to apply to the 
problem. Determining the appropriate test is a considerable exercise. A relatively easy 
way of detennining whether UPS would be more affordable is to count the frequency of 
UPS being the cheaper carrier. If UPS is cheaper significantly more times than the 
common carriers, then it clearly follows that UPS is the cheaper carrier Therefore, the 
real test statistic is whether the difference between the UPS rate and thc common carrier 
rate is a positive or negative value 
2. Sign Test for a Paired Experiment 
The Sign Test for a paired experiment is very similar to a paired-t test A paired-t 
test tests whether the difference of two paired samples comes from the same population 
distribution by determining if the difference between the paired samples was zero. The 
paired-t test is a parametric test and uses the assumption that the samples come from a 
normal distribution. The Sign Test for a paired experiment only assumes that if the two 
samples come from identical distributions then the differences between the paired data will 
have approximately an equal number of positive and negative values. However, since the 
data is quantifiable, there is additional information available and a similar test may be more 
appropriate to use. [Ref 8] 
3, WilcOllOn Signed-J{ank Tesl for a Paired Experiment 
The \\'Ucoxon Signed-Rank Test goes one step fun her lhan the Sign Test by using 
the additional information provided by the magnitude ofthe difference Not ollly should 
the difference bctween the paired data have approximately an e,!ual number of positive 
and negative values, but the absolute magnitudes of the differences should occur with 
equal probability. This can be measured by ranking the absolute values of the differences 
and comparing the sum of the ranks of the positive and negative differences If the 
samples are from the same distrihution, then the two sums should be approximately equal 
Therefore, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test is the most appropriate test to detcnnine 
which carrier is leas! expensive 
C. APPLYL!IIj'G TilE METHOD 
The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test will be applied \0 the data set in two different 
fashions in order to solve the first two prohlems stated in Chapter Ill. The first test will be 
to show that overall it is more beneficial to use UPS to ship small parcels than the 
common carriers_ The second \,~ll be used to locate the hreakpoint weight at which UPS 
is not as chcap as the continued use of the common carrier The details for using the 
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test are given in refcrence 8 
1. Defining the Least Expensive Carrier Overall 
In the report produced by MTMC Analysis Division in June of 1994, the 
conclusion showed that DOD FAI< surface shipments could be moved by UPS at O-T-C 
rates for a 28.3 percent savings. The objective of the first portion of the analysis is to use 
a one-sided Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for a paired experiment with greater than 2S data 
points to prove that l iPS will be the cheaper carrier based on the FY 94 data and 
assumptions, To do this, null (H.:.) and alternative (H.) hypotheses are made concerning 
the population relative frequency distributions 
H., The population relative frequency distributions for 
UPS and conunon carriers charges are identical 
II. The population relative frequency distribution for 
the common carriers charges is shifted right of the 
relative frequency distribution of the UPS charges 
Rejection Region Z 2: ~ 
rhe null hypothesis is that both the UPS and common carrier charges are the same 
and it is not more beneficial for the lTO to choose one over the other The alternative 
hypothesis is that common carrier charges overall are higher than UPS charges and it 
would be more beneficial for the ITO to usc UPS. Therefore, if the criteria for the 
rejection region is met, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is 
accepted 
2. Defining the Most Beneficial Weight Range for UPS 
The objective oftne second portion of the analysis is to use a one-sided Wilcoxon 
Signed-RaTlk Test for a paired experiment with greater than 2S data point~ to locale the 
weight classes at which UPS will be the cheaper carrier based on the FY 94 data and 
assumptions. To do this, null (Ho) and two alternative (H.) hypolheses are made 
concerning the population relative frequem;y distributions 
H" The population relative frequency distributions for 
UPS and conUTIon carriers charges are identical for 
weight class i 
lL 1) The population relative frequency distribution for 
the common carriers charges is shifted righl of thc 
relative frequen,,)' distribution ofthc UPS charges 
for weight dass I 
2) The population relative frequency distribution for 
the common carriers charges is shifterllcft of the 
rdative frequency distribution of the UPS charges 
for weight class i 
Rejection Region 1) Z ;;;: Zo. 
2) Z s -z., 
for all i '" I to 15 
The null hypothesis i~ that both the UPS and common carrier charge~ arc thc same 
and it is not more beneficial for the ITO to choose one over the other. The alt.ernativc 
hypothcscs arc 1) thal common carrier charges overall are higher than UPS charges and 
it would be more bcneficial for the ITO to use UPS and 2) that UPS charges overall are 
higher than common carrier charges and it would be more beneficial for the ITO to use a 
conunon carrier Therefore, if the criteria for the rejection region i~ met, the null 
hypothesis is rejected and the appropriate alternative hypothesis is accepted. 
It is expected that alternative hypothc~i~ I) will be accepted from weight class I up 
to i and alternative hypothesis 2) will be accepted from weight class IS down to} (i <}) 
The above te:;t accurately bounds the breakpoint weight between weight classes i and). In 
order to better represent a distinct point at which a carrier strategy should change, linear 
regression over the binding weight classes is used. Though the linear regression is 
expected to have a poor fit due to the variance of common carrier charges, a valuable 
breakpoint within the bounds can be predicted from the intersection oftwo lines of 
regressIon 
In order to provide a recommendation for the weight range that SSPAs should 
target for optimizing savings, the same method can be applied to thc UPS discounted 
rates. The resulting breakpoint betwecn strategies is the best maximum weight 
recommendation for future SSP As until a more in depth analysis can be performed 
VI. RESULTS 
A. LEAST EXPENSJVE CARRfER 
The resulls of the first problem to determine the leasl expensive carrier using the 
Signed-Rank Test lor a paired experiment are Mlrrunarized in Tahle 3. below, The 
calculated Z statistic from the test is much greater than the Za, which implies the I-L, is 
rejected and the l-I. is accepted Therefore, UPS is the least expensive carrier overall 
statistically with an (1. -,- 0.05 when considering a weight range from I to 150 pound~ 
r - 61,289,094.5 
Z - 57.492 
Zu-I 1. 645 
p-value -
Result I ACCEPT hrst 
Alternative Hypothesis 
Table 3. Wilooxon Test Results 
B. MOST JU:NEFICIAL WEJGHT RANG}~ TO USE UPS 
1. Over-Tile-Counter Rates 
The resul ts of the 15 Wilcoxon Tesl to determine the bounding weight classes for 
O-T-C Ul'S rales are listed in Appendix R Using an (1. '"' 0.05, the first H. is accepted for 
weighl classes 1 through 10, the f-1o cannot be rejccted for weighl class 11 , and the second 
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H. is accepted for weight classes 12 through 15 It is clear that the hreakpoint weight is 
bounded by weight classes 10 and 12 
Regression was performed over all members of classes 10, I I, and 12 (weight 
range of 91 to 120 pounds). The results are provided in Appendix 13. predicting a 
breakpoint weight of 116 pounds. Therefore, the best weight range to use UPS for small 
parcel shipping would be from I to 116 pounds wilen using 0-T-C rates. For all 
shipments greater than 116 pounds, COnlmon carriers are more affordahle 
2. Discounted Rates 
rhe results ofthe Wilcoxon Tests to determine the bounding weight classes [or 
discounted UPS rates are listed in Appendix B. OnJy three tests \vere perfonned since the 
discounted CPS rates will always he at least as good as the O-T-C IWS rates. The frrst H. 
is accepted for weight class 11. The Ho canllot he rejected for weight class 12, and the 
second H. is accepted for weight class 13. It is clear that the breakpoint weight to change 
the strategy [rom UPS to common carrier is bounded by weight classes 11 and IJ 
Regression was performed over all members of classes 11 , 12, and 13 (weight 
range of 101 to 130 pounds). The results are provided in Appendix B .. predicting a 
hreakpoint weight of 134 pounds. Since the purpose of the regression was to pick a 
breakpoint weight within the nonparametric analysis bounds, and the resulting weight is 
greater than the upper bound of 130 pounds; then the hest weight range to use UPS for 
small parcel shipping would be from I to 130 pounds when using SS PA discounted rates 
For all shipmcnts greater than 130 pounds, corrunon carriers are more affordable 

VII. CONCLUSIO:-<S 
A. lNTERPRETATlOJ'li OF RESULTS 
spes are less expensive than the common carriers which afC designed to carry 
much larger TL and LTL shipments. If the spes arc utilized for all shipmeng or 150 
pounds and under, and that qualifY with respect to NMJ~C and dimensions, ITOs will most 
definitely save the DOD a significant amount on shipping charges. Table 4, summarizes 
potential savings with respect to the data and assumptions analyzed for both O-T-C and 
potent ial SSPA discounted rates. {fthe percent savings arc applied to total dollars spent in 
FY 1993 [Ref 2J , Ihe potential savings equates to ), I million dollars. ITOs need \0 be 
encouraged to use the spes to carry their small parcels in order to produce instant savings 
in shipping costs. However, blanket usc of the spes is not the most cost effective way to 
employ them, The analysis shows that SPC rates for parcels approaching the upper 
weight limitations of the spes are more expensive than the common carriers currently 
heing used. The intersection of two lines of regression shows that nos should use spes 
for all parcels I to 116 pounds, and optimal SSPA program agreements should target 
parcels I \0 130 pounds. Table 5, and Table 6, summarize potential savings using the 
rewrnmended strategy which is significantly better than using the spes for their entire 
weight range, If the percent savings arc applied to to tal spent in FY 1993 [Ref 2], the 
potential savings equates to between 3.4 and 3,8 mill ion dollars 
Table 4 Potential Savings for 1 to 150 pounds SPC Employment 
Table 5 Potential Savings for Optimal SPC Employment 
Table 6 Potential Savings for Optimal SPC Employment 
The SSPA program is on the correct path providing .~ignificant savings for those 
DLA depots involved. Agreements need to be tailored to only offer parcels UO pounds 
or less to the SPCs, unless the SPCs (;an negotiate lower rates for the higher weight 
parcels. The typical ITO needs to be aware of the significant potential savings when spes 
are employed to (;arry their small parcels. Using 116 pounds to decide whether to use a 
SPC to carry their small parcels will provide additional savings to DOD transportation 
costs. However. the ITOs should be sensitive to the filct that the above breakpoint weight 
may vary significantly for their installation and they may need to alter their strategy 
accordingly 
)8 
R. I<'URTRER STlTD[ES RECOMMENDED 
This thesis approached the problem of deciding if and how spes should be 
integrated into domestic traffic management from the macro leveL Large level trend 
analysis has provided some basic guidelines for )TOs, and identified target weight ranges 
for SSPA program purposes to optimally reduce current DOD shipping costs. Tf morc of 
a micro level analysis is performed tor individual depots and installations, then even 
greater reduction of costs may be possible by optimally reducing each depot or installation 
shipping costs 
Evaluation of the SSPA program is recommended after the test DLA depots sett le 
into the daily operation ofthc program. At that time specific agreement specification will 
he available as well as actual shipping data. A C{Insiderahlc amount ofinfonnation can be 
detennined from the analysis which may provide a better strategy for inC{lrporating SSP A 
into the traffic management of additional depots and military installations 
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API)F.NDIX R. RESULTING GRAPHS AND CALCULATIONS 
Appendix B. contains graphs and calculations generated by the analyses perfOlmcd 
in this thesis. They are provided to help the reader better comprehend the results provided 
in Chapler VI The order of figures and tables is identical to the order they are referenced 
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--Predicted UPS Rate 
....... Predicted Actual Cost 
-===~--------~ 
UPS Cost ~ 0,363J(Weighl) + 2.6855 Actual: Cost '" O.0387(Weight) + 40.43 8 
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Discounted UPS Rate 
Breakpoint Regression unes 
- - -
E! 
Weight (Ibs,) - -
- - Predicted Discounted UPS Rate 
. ... ... Predicted Actual Cost 
~ 
- -
UPS Cost = 0.3 JJ7(Wcight) + J ,9006 Actual : Cost = Q,0662(Weight) + 36.962 
At Intersection . Weight = 1341bs. with 80% Confidence Limit of[75, 252] 
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